We put forward new properties of lattice solitons in materials and geometries where both, the linear refractive index and the nonlinearity are spatially modulated. We show that the interplay between linear and out-of-phase nonlinear refractive index modulations results in new soliton properties, including modifications of the soliton stability and transverse mobility, as well as shape transformations that may be controlled, e.g., by varying the light intensity.
where the nonlinearity, diffraction and refractive index modulation compete on similar footing. In such lattices high-power odd solitons may develop two-humped intensity distributions and destabilize, while even solitons fuse into a single stable peak located between lattice channels. Drift destabilization of odd and even solitons leads to an enhanced mobility.
We describe propagation of light beam in the lattice with an out-of-phase modulation of both the linear refractive index and the nonlinearity with nonlinear Schrödinger equation for the field amplitude . Namely, q attains minima at the points where the refractive index has a maximum, as it occurs upon laser writing of waveguide arrays [6] . We are interested in stationary solutions of Eq. (1) that can be characterized by the propagation constant b and the energy flow [ ( q w 2(e)]. This is in contrast to usual lattices where such states always exist. The existence domain of triple-mode solitons is even narrower .
We found that the Vakhitov-Kolokolov criterion fails to predict the stability of odd solitons. Despite the fact that at one has for the entire odd soliton family, such solitons become unstable above a critical propagation constant [ Fig. 2(d) ].
This instability is of a drift origin and it occurs because of violation of spectral stability conditions [14] . 
